FUNCTIONALITY
theeggstroller.com.au
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From the moment your baby is born, the urge to love, nurture and protect comes from
nowhere and fills your heart with overwhelming feelings of love.
At egg we understand these feelings, which is why the egg stroller has been designed in
the UK with the up-most care and attention to detail.
The inspiration behind the stroller comes from the ‘egg’, which is of course richly symbolic, connoting birth, warmth, shelter and sustenance.
With its soft touch fabrics, smooth curves and continuous lines, the egg stroller exudes
style and class. These fabulous looks go hand-in-hand with outstanding engineering, creating the perfect ride for baby and ultimate ease of use for you.
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Regal Navy

Jurassic Cream
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Jurassic Black

The egg offers outstanding functionality... the three position recline seat unit can be fitted
either parent or forward facing. Parent facing is perfect for interacting with your baby in
the early stages which can benefit your baby’s speech development. Forward facing lets
your growing child explore and experience the big wide world.
Tested to carry up to a maximum weight of 25kgs the egg stroller also comes with a 24
month warranty.
The egg has been fitted with Tru-Ride Technology® non-puncture tyres which have been
engineered for comfort, superior handling and added durability.
The one-hand fold chassis is compact and free-standing when folded, it features allaround suspension and has a five position handle height to suit your height perfectly
which will ultimately benefit your posture.
A lie-flat carrycot can be purchased as an optional extra, which is suitable for occasional
overnight sleeping and comes complete with padded liner and mattress.

At a glance guide to the egg stroller functionality.
01/ Large protective hood with silent adjustment mechanism. 02/ Five position handle
height adjustment. 03/ 5-point safety harness with clips to hold the harness open for ease
of use. 04/ Removable bumper bar. 05/ Five position calf adjustment. 06/ Concealed
storage compartment. 07/ Insect net stored under the calf support. 08/ Tru-Ride
Technology® tyres. 09/ Quick release front and rear wheels. 10/ Large shopping basket.
11/ Swivel or fixed front wheels. 12/ All-around suspension. 13/ Three position recline
parent and forward facing seat unit tested up to a maximum weight of 25kgs. (15kg per
seat when in tandem mode). 14/ Recline simply with one hand.

We all love a little luxury in our lives. The egg stroller has been designed in the UK
with the up-most care and attention to detail. Our designers not only wanted to create
a stroller with outstanding performance but deliver a luxury product with every last
detail having been considered. Zip pulls are egg shaped with the egg branding, egg
is beautifully embossed on the leatherette detail, baseball style stitching is featured
on the leatherette handle and bumper bar, fabrics are soft and durable, and delicate
embroidery in carefully selected thread colours compliment the overall style of the
stroller, carrycot and accessories.

RRP($)

Item Code
EGS TES BLBLCH

Espresso

5060427626202

XX

1

$1,399.95

EGS TPROS CH

Prosecco

5060427626219

XX

1

$1,399.95

egg stroller regal nav y & mirror frame

EGS TRENACH

Colour

Pack Size

Egg Range
egg stroller espresso black & black frame
egg stroller prosecco

Regal Nav y

Barcodes 1
5060427626226

Barcodes 2
XX

1

$1,399.95

egg stroller Jurassic Black

EGS TJUBLCH

Jurassic Black

5060427624499

XX

1

$1,549.95

egg stroller Jurassic Cream

EGS TJUCRCH

Jurassic Cream

5060427624505

XX

1

$1,549.95

egg c/cot espresso black & black frame

EGCCES BLBL

5060427626233

XX

1

$319.95

egg c/cot prosecco

EGCCPROS

Prosecco

5060427626240

XX

1

$319.95

egg c/cot regal nav y & mirror frame

EGCCRENA

Regal Nav y

5060427626257

XX

1

$319.95

egg c/cot Jurassic Black

Espresso

EGCCJUBL

Jurassic Black

5060427624512

XX

1

$349.00

egg c/cot Jurassic Cream

EGCCJUCR

Jurassic Cream

5060427624529

XX

1

$349.00

egg tandem espresso black & black frame

EGTAES BLBL

Espresso

5060427626264

XX

1

EGTAPROS

Prosecco

5060427626271

XX

1

$299.95

EGTARENA

Regal Nav y

5060427626288

XX

1

$299.95

5060427624536

XX

1

03/ Five position calf
adjustment for you child’s
comfort.

$299.95

egg tandem prosecco
egg tandem regal nav y & mirror frame
egg tandem Jurassic Black

01/ Three-position recline 02/ Five position handle
parent facing seat unit to adjustment for your
suit your growing child.
comfort.

EGTAJUBL

Jurassic Black

egg tandem Jurassic Cream

EGTAJUCR

Jurassic Cream

5060427624543

XX

1

$329.95

egg footmuff (l) gotham/espresso black

EGFMGOBL

Espresso

5060427622556

5060427622617

5

$129.95

$329.95

egg footmuff (l) prosecco

EGFMPROS

Prosecco

5060427624420

5060427624437

5

$129.95

egg footmuff (l) regal nav y

EGFMRENA

Regal Nav y

5060427624406

5060427624413

5

$129.95

egg footmuff (l) jurassic black

EGFMJUBL

Jurassic Black

5060427624550

5060427624611

5

$149.00

egg footmuff (l) jurassic cream

EGFMJUCR

Jurassic Cream

5060427624628

5060427624567

5

$149.00

egg changing bag gotham/espresso black

EGCBGOBL

Espresso

5060225069829

5060427620088

6

$129.00

egg changing bag prosecco

EGCBPROS

Prosecco

5060427624451

5060427624475

6

$129.00

egg changing bag regal nav y

EGCBRENA

Regal Nav y

5060427624444

5060427624468

6

$129.00

egg changing bag jurassic black

EGCBJUBL

Jurassic Black

5060427624574

5060427624598

6

$429.00

egg changing bag jurassic cream

EGCBJUCR

Jurassic Cream

5060427624581

5060427624604

6

$429.00

egg changing bag tan leather

EGCBTANL

Tan Leather

5060427621962

5060427621955

6

$349.00

S ahara

egg seat liner sahara tan

EGS LS ATA

5060427620606

5060427620613

25

egg tandem adaptor kit - black

EGTAADBL

5060225069881

5060427620163

10

$99.95

egg bottle holder

EGBOTTLE

5060225069874

5060427620132

24

$34.95

$69.95

egg lower car seat adaptors

EGCS ADLO

5060427620620

5060427620637

20

$69.95

egg multi car seat adaptors

EGCS ADMU

5060225069904

5060427620149

20

$69.95

04/ Three-position recline
forward facing seat unit.

05/ Carrycot; lie-flat
position aids baby’s
organ and spinal
development.

06/ Car seat adaptors
enable you to add a Group
0+ Infant Carrier Car Seat.
Shown above with the
Kiddy Evoluna i-Size.

ACCESSORIES

02/

ACCESSORIES

01/

03/

06/

04/

05/

01/ Kiddy Evoluna i-Size.

02/ Cybex Cloud Q.
(Also compatible with
Cybex Aton Q in single
mode only).

03/ Maxi-Cosi Pebble.
(Also compatible with
Pebble Plus).

04/ Maxi-Cosi Cabrio.

05/ Recaro Privia.

06/ Be-Safe iZi Go+.

At a glance guide to the egg carrycot functionality.
01/ Large protective hood with silent adjustment mechanism. 02/ Carry handle.
03/ Removable apron. 04/ Suitable for occasional overnight sleeping. 05/ Sturdy base.
06/ Comes complete with raincover, padded liner and mattress offering lie-flat sleeping
position perfect for aiding baby’s organ and spinal development. The seat unit insect net
fits the carrycot.

01/ Upper forward facing
seat unit, lower tandem
seat unit.

02/ Tandem carrycots.

03/ Tandem Group 0+
infant carrier car seats.
Shown above with the
Kiddy Evoluna i-Size

Add a Group 0+ Infant Carrier Car Seat.
Car seat adaptors are available to purchase separately giving you flexibility to add a car
seat of your choice. The adaptors are fitted and removed simply for your ease of use.

01/ egg Cupholder.
04/ Upper forward facing
seat unit, lower carrycot.

05/ Lower forward facing
tandem seat unit, upper
Group 0+ infant carrier car
seat. Shown above with the
Kiddy Evoluna i-Size.

06/ Lower carrycot, upper
Group 0+ infant carrier car
seat. Shown above with the
Kiddy Evoluna i-Size.

The egg Tandem.
With the addition of a tandem adaptor kit the egg stroller can be converted into a tandem
stroller. To convert into a tandem you need to purchase a lower tandem seat unit and a
pair of tandem adaptors. It can also be purchased from the outset for twins.

02/ egg Car Seat Adaptors.

01/ From left to right; Prosecco, Espresso, Regal Navy, tan leather, jurassic cream and Jurassic Black.

egg Changing Bag.
The egg Changing Bag is stylish and practical, made from a soft, durable fabric, or soft,
quality, genuine full grain leather. It features several external pockets, all finished with
stylish egg shaped zip pulls. Inside, the bag features a large main compartment with other
zipped pockets for smaller items and comes complete with a quality padded changing
mattress. It has an adjustable strap with shoulder pad and features two straps to attach to
the handle of the stroller. As with all designer bags, the egg changing bag comes in a dust
bag to keep it in pristine condition when not in use.

01/ From left to right; Prosecco, Espresso, Regal Navy, Jurassic Cream and Jurassic Black.

egg Footmuff.
The egg Footmuff is made from a soft, durable fabric and is finished beautifully with a
plush fabric lining for the ultimate comfort for your baby. Suitable for use with a 5 point
safety harness the footmuff has a fold down section to the front which is perfect for
keeping chills out on very cold days

01/ From left to right; Prosecco, Espresso, Regal Navy, Jurassic Cream and Jurassic Black.

egg Carrycot.
Comes complete with apron, raincover, padded liner and mattress offering lie-flat sleeping
position perfect for aiding baby’s organ and spinal development.

ACCESSORIES

03/ Lower Car Seat Adaptors.

-

Rear wheel diameter
Handle height

L 79 x W 32cms
(at centre)

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS

-

Front wheel diameter

CARRYCOT

-

Seat unit (with hood)

67 x 23 x 50cms

Chassis without wheels

67 x 29 x 59cms
Chassis with wheels
and seat unit

FOLDED
Chassis with wheels

STROLLER

egg Weights and Dimensions.

L 87 x W 45cms
(at centre)

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS

94 - 105cms

26cms

18cms

30 x 27 x 88cm
Backrest length 49cms

-

106.5 x 59 x 88-98cms
(variable handle height)

-

UNFOLDED

TECHNICAL

01/ From left to right; Sahara Tan

3.4kgs

WEIGHT

-

-

-

4kgs

-

13.5kgs

9.7kgs

WEIGHT

One hand fold.

FEATURES

Comes with raincover, mattress
and padded liner.
Suitable for occasional overnight sleeping.
Tested up to a maximum weight of 9kgs.

FEATURES

Five position handle height adjust.

Quick release. **Tru-Ride Technology®.

**Tru-Ride Technology®.

Three position recline.
Five position calf support.

Compact fold.

Tested up to a maximum weight of 25kgs.
24 months warranty*.

egg Seat Liner.
The egg stroller comes complete with a seat liner in your colour choice. It is available in
a choice of eight stunning colours. Choose the seat liner colour to sit perfectly with your
stroller fabric colour choice. The seat liner is also available to purchase separately so you
can personalise your egg stroller differently day by day.

02/ Tandem Adaptor Kit.

01/ Lower Tandem Seat Unit From left to right; Prosecco, Espresso, Regal Navy, Jurassic Cream and Jurassic Black.

The egg Tandem.
With the addition of a tandem adaptor kit the egg stroller can be converted into a tandem
stroller. To convert into a tandem you need to purchase a lower tandem seat unit and a
pair of tandem adaptors. It can also be purchased from the outset for twins.

ACCESSORIES

